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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
SYNOPSIS

WHAT IF WOMEN UNRAVELED THE EVILS OF
PATRIARCHY?

1.
	In the prologue, Tristan removes headlines from her wall. Do they seem
far fetched? How close do you think we are as a society to living those
headlines?

With men safely “gentled” in a worldwide Liberation,
the Matriarchy of Nedé has risen from the ashes. Seventeenyear-old Reina Pierce has never given a thought to the Brutes of

2.
	Do you agree with Tristan that Eden stands for patriarchy and oppression?
Why or why not?

old. Itching to escape her mother’s finca—and desperate to keep
her training and forbidden friendship a secret—her greatest worry is
which Destiny she’ll choose on her next birthday. But when

3.
	Reina says her mother let her have “the very thing she knew could take
me away from her.” Why might a parent give such a weighty gift? Have

she’s selected as a candidate for the Succession instead, competing

you given or received a gift like that?

to become Nedé’s ninth Matriarch, she discovers their Eden has
come at a cost she’s not sure she’s willing to pay.

4.
	Have you ever had a dream your family didn’t support or understand? Did
you—or would you—pursue it anyway? Why or why not?

OV E R ARC H I N G T H E M E S

A Gentle Tyranny deals with timely themes about male

5.
	Reina treats her mother poorly even though she knows Leda doesn’t
deserve it. If you can relate, why do you think you struggle to respect or

and female relationship dynamics, using power virtuously,
choosing forgiveness instead of revenge, righting injustice,
and upholding the value of all life.

be kind to someone you deep down truly love?

6.
	Leda treats her Gentles kindly, even though she knows they won’t receive
the same treatment when they leave Bella Terra. Reina sees that as setting
the Gentles up for “a rude awakening.” Why might Leda risk it anyway?
Do you agree with her actions?

7.
	Leda encourages Reina to remember who she is. Why is it important
to know who you are when faced with big life choices? What do you
personally believe defines who you are?
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8.
	Teera asserts that the older she gets the less time she has for the

	In public, the Matriarch affirms that Gentles are vital to the success of

“frivolity” of religion. Leda believes the opposite is true. What do you

Nedé, but privately she treats them with contempt and even violence.

think?

In what other places and times have you seen a similar disconnect
between public and private estimation of people groups? Have you ever

9.

experienced this yourself?

	Reina asserts, “You don't realize which curiosities of home will wear off on
you until you leave.” If you’ve left your childhood home, can you trace any

16.

of your preferences, habits, attitudes, or quirks to your growing up years?

	Of the five core Nedéan Virtues—diversity, harmony, simplicity, ingenuity,
and self-restraint—which would come easiest to you? Which would be

10.

most difficult? Do you think some are more important than others to the
flourishing of any society? If so, which ones and why?

	Reina wonders whether the Gentles’ cordialness in the face of prejudice
shows weakness or strength. Which do you think takes more strength: to
demand to be treated well or to ignore others’ mistreatment of you?

17.
	How can different art forms help us “[acknowledge] life’s horrific events

11.

while simultaneously glossing them with hope?” What kinds of art help

	According to Reina, change reveals “what we've had all along, just as we

you cope when your own circumstances are difficult?

lose it.” Have you found this to be true in your own life?

18.
12.

	Why does Teera test the Candidates? What information is she aiming to
gather? What do her choices of tests—or lack thereof—reveal about each

	Back home in Amal Province, Reina says she didn't spend much time

candidate?

caring about beauty—that “strength, smarts, and wit” mattered more.
Both men and women can find it challenging to balance how much
time and energy we spend on our outward appearance versus our inner

19.

character. What advice would you give a younger version of yourself

	Do you agree with Reina that compassion can sabotage determination?

about balancing the two?

Can you think of any examples where the opposite is true?

20.

13.
	As Reina begins the Succession, her motivation to succeed rests in

	What do you think of the Nedéan practice of offering quietus (i.e., the

making her grandmother proud. How does her motivation change by the

stinger) to sick or frail Gentles? In our own world, do you believe there

time Teera chooses an Apprentice?

are instances when allowing someone to choose death over suffering is
most humane? Explain the potential benefits and/or drawbacks of such a

14.

practice.

	Bri implies that Reina hasn’t visited a Hive because her “sweet mother,”
sheltered her from the outside world. Why would this particular jab
unsettle Rei? How do you handle insults from others?
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	The Candidates undergo an abbreviated training in each of the nine

	As Reina deliberates over the Brutes’ ability to do harm, she wonders,

destinies of Nedé: Ad Artium, Agricolátio, Alexia, Fabricatio, Gentles

“Maybe we all have evil somewhere inside, at least a little.” Do you believe

Regimen, Innovatus, Materno, Politikós, and Scientia & Medicinae. Which

this to be true? What have you noticed of the world or experienced in

would you be most excited to learn more about?

your own life that affects your answer?

22.

29.

	In the Arena, Rei’s eyes are opened to the hypocrisy of empathy and

	When Tristan Pierce penned Nedé’s motto (“Protect the weak. Justice

compassion toward animals while treating a whole class of people with

for all. Power without virtue is tyranny.”), what do you think she meant

contempt. What do you think it is about human nature that allows us to

by each phrase? Two hundred years later, how does Reina find fault with

be blind to our own hypocrisy?

Nedé’s implementation of Tristan's ideals?

23.

30.

	What do you think makes a woman fierce? Beautiful? Do you agree with

	Reina wrestles with the question of whether sacrificing one soul for the

Reina that, like the Alexia, it’s possible to be both at once? Why or why

chance to liberate thousands makes sense. What do you think? When else

not?

in history have people been forced to answer this question? Do you agree
with her conclusion and her actions? Why or why not? If given the chance,

24.

do you think she’d make the same choice again?

	How might learning to live in peace with your enemies take more strength
than removing them with violence?

31.
	Reina says of her mother, “It was easier not caring. I didn’t miss her when

25.

I couldn’t stand her.” How does love make us vulnerable to pain? Why do

	After Reina’s encounter with Dáin in the clearing, she thinks of Brutes,

you think we still take the risk of loving, despite the potential for deep
hurt?

“I understand now, firsthand, why they could never be trusted—why the
foremothers feared them, why the world was better without them.” What
influenced that conclusion? How does her view of Brutes change over the

32.

course of her time in the Jungle? What influenced her change of heart?

	Have you ever had a moment when you realized something you always
believed to be true was actually not as certain as you thought? Explain.

26.
	How is Reina’s initial view of Brutes challenged by those she meets at Tree
Camp? How does her time in the Jungle influence her opinion of them?

27.
	Do you agree that “telling everything isn’t always right, or even kindest?”
What did Reina mean when she said she was pitting Jase against his
conscience, which contradicted hers?
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